San Francisco Mission Bay Northwest Campus Infrastructure
Fiscal Year: 2015-16

**Project Description**
- In order to accommodate construction related activities for Blocks 23, 33, and SFGH as well as account for current parking to be displaced as a result of new development, there is a need for infrastructure installation within the North Campus of the UCSF Mission Bay campus site.
- Scope includes removal of existing surcharge soils to allow for the installation of utilities, roads, sidewalks, pathways and other civil improvements within Fifth Street, Sixth Street, and Nelson Rising Lane from 4th Street to Owens Street.
- The infrastructure will also allow for support of future development on Block 15 and Block 18 once appropriate program space is identified.

**Project Scope Summary**
- ASF
- GSF: n/a

**Summary of Budget by Fund Type**
- State Eligible
- External Financing
- Hospital Reserves: $ -
- Campus Funds: $ 10,000,000
- **Total Budget**: $ 10,000,000